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Students can enter up to three stories in five categories — best science narrative, most

diversity as a resource for enriching the education of all students.

The educational benefits of diversity, and increase the number of professors who can and will use

Through its program of fellowships, the

summers students will travel abroad (while locations are yet to be determined, they will likely

Please visit the

EPA is looking for research in the areas of clean and healthy air, clean and safe water,

economic prosperity and environmental protection.

Projects, an important goal of the current solicitation is to use the predictive capability of rules of

be found here. Following from the fundamental principles revealed from these and related

in the Understanding the Rules of Life program. The Big Ideas were designed to position the

Additional information regarding this RA can be found at the following

specific technical areas of interest can be found under Section I.D "Topic Areas (TAs)." Proposed

Information Innovation Office (I2O), Microsystems Technology Office (MTO), Strategic

DARPA is soliciting innovative research proposals in the areas of interest to DARPA’s six

of U.S. college students proposing to research, develop, and design solutions to real-world

Please visit the DARPA mission statement and current program descriptions at the DARPA

Equivalent positions at non-profit research institutions, particularly those without prior DARPA

Please visit the Office of Public Engagement for information on how to get involved in the DARPA

Rigorous, and empirically oriented. Substantive areas include (but are not limited to) international

NSF: Security and Preparedness (SAP)

NEH: Cultural and Community Resilience
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